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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study was to devise an emergency 
preparedness plan handbook for the Blue Ridge School 
District #18 , Farmer City, Illinois . The handbook was 
desianed to aid the school administration and staff by 
defining definite administrative action in carrying out 
the steps necessary to protect students and staff in the 
event of an emergency situation. A data base was formed 
from several sources .  Information was received through a 
review of the literature; a review of organizational 
material s ;  a review of information from school districts 
through a questionnaire; interviews with individuals 
from professional agencies; and a review of school 
districts emergency manual s .  
This study revealed that all 1 1  school districts 
bordering the 10 mile zone around the Clinton Nuclear 
Power Plan have a need for a comprehensive emergency 
preparedness plan . 
The Emergency Preparedness Plan Handbook for the 
Blue Ridge School District 118 is designed to serve as a 
base for a coordinated district wide emergency plan for 
district administrators who are unfamiliar with the 
decisions they may have to make in the event of emergency 
situation. The handbook contains important procedures for 
administration to follow when a crisis situation develops 
and decisions made are of critical importance for the 
i 
safety of the students and staff . While this handbook is 
prepared for use by the Blue Ridge School District, the 
information is readily adaptable as a base upon which any 
school district may develop a handbook for dealing with 
emergency situations . 
ii 
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Introduction 
CHAPTER I 
OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this field study is to develop a 
written school emeraency plan for the Blue Ridae School 
District 118 .  A major emergency affecting larae numbers 
of school personnel may occur at any time , or any place 
within the boundaries of a school district . The three 
aeneral types of emergencies are: 
A. General Disaster ( e . g .  tornado , fire, explosion, 
earthquake , chemical spills, nuclear accidents) 
B.  Individual Emergencies ( e . g . infectious 
diseases ) 
C .  Civil Disorders ( e . g . bomb threats , student 
unrest, employee strikes , terrorism) ( 1 )  
By preparing personnel for emergencies and working out 
ahead of time what actions will be taken durina an 
emergency , lives could oe saved . 
The consolidation of three Illinois communities: 
Bellflower, Farmer City, and Mansfield, and two school 
districts, Farmer City-Mansfield and Bellflower, prompted 
the need to organize , consolidate , and adapt a new 
written comprehensive plan that is coordinated within the 
district and with the county plans . 
It is important that policies and procedures are 
successfully developed to protect students and staff ,  
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prevent problems , and minimize the confusion that 
accompanies disaster. 
Statement � � Problem 
School executives are realizing that schools need 
comprehensive emergency plans that go beyond preparing 
for snow storms , fires, and tornadoes .  Schools are not 
immune from violence from persons bent on harming 
students or staf f ,  freak train or semi-truck accidents 
that result in deadly chemical clouds drifting over 
school grounds , or nuclear plants that emit radioactive 
particles due to human error or mechanical breakdown . 
Blue Ridge School District borders two major 
interstates ,  has one nuclear plant beginning operation, 
has several railroads throughout the district, and has 
numerous natural gas pipelines buried in the district. 
The potential for a man-made accident is great . The 
district has a plan that deals with storms and fires , but 
does not have an Emergency Plan that includes procedures 
for dealing with chemical accident s ,  earthquakes , 
terrorism, and nuclear accidents . 
Limitations Qf. th§. Study 
This field study will be l imited only to the schools 
in the Blue Ridge District and emergencies which could be 
applicable to the area. This is based on the Blue Ridge 
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district's geoaraphical location in relation to roads , 
railroads, aas lines, faults, rivers , and nuclear plants . 
Those emeraencies to be discussed include: 
1 .  Tornadoes and Storms 
2. Blizzards 
3 .  Fire and Explosions 
4 .  Hazardous Materials Incidents 
5 .  Earthquakes 
6 .  Nuclear Emeraencies 
7 .  Infectious Diseases 
8 .  Bomb Explosions or Threats 
9. Terrorism . 
ProJect ObJectiyes 
The effects of the successful completion objectives 
of this field study experience will prevent problems in 
communication to the various publics , reduce confusion on 
responsibilities , and provide awareness to the school 
district concernina disasters and how those disasters 
will be handled by school district personnel .  
Responsible school authorities are leaally and 
morally obligated to provide for the safety of the 
students , staf f ,  and facilities of the school district . 
The objectives of the field study experience on Emergency 
Preparedness will be : 
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1 .  to develop a written comprehensive plan for the 
Blue Ridae School District #18 that responds to 
three types of general emeraencies : 
a .  General Disaster ( e . g .  tornado , fire ,  
explosion, earthquake , chemical spills , 
nuclear accidents) 
b. Individual Emergencies ( e . g. infectious 
diseases) 
c .  Civil Disorders ( e . g . bomb threats, 
terrorism) 
2 .  to describe each disaster, givina definitions , 
background information, and possible dangers of 
which to be aware . 
3 .  to identify preventative measures and 
communication channel s .  
-4-
Rationale 
CHAPTER I I  
LITERATURE BACKGROUND 
Schools generally look to the spring as a time to 
think about emergency preparednes s .  Principals dust off. 
their tornado drill books and send memos to the staff 
about the upcoming state-wide tornado drill held each 
March. ( 2 )  
This writer· believes it is reasonable for 
administrators to wonder what nature may bring in the 
form of storms . But it is negligent not to wonder and 
prepare for what man might bring about through human 
error, carelessness ,  or intent . 
Review Q.f th§. Literature 
It has been observed through a review of the 
literature that a necessity for an emergency plan exists , 
but the multitude of sources deal primarily with 
emergency plans for businesses or communities . As Tallman 
stated, " The possibility that a school district might be 
struck by one or more emergencies in a school year is a 
reality that all administrators must face. The necessity 
for an emergency plan is predicated upon the assumption 
that a school assumes the responsibil ity of parents 
during the time the child is in its care . " (3) 
Tallman further contended that , 
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. . . school authorities are morally and leaally 
responsible for the safety of students in their 
care . It is extremely important that schools put a 
disaster plan on paper, deleaating responsibility, 
notifyina parents, and holdina dri lls so that all 
persons concerned can meet an emeraency situation . "  
( 4 )  
In recent years , fires , tornadoes , nuclear accidents 
have been well - researched, but l ittle research has been 
done on chemical accidents and terrorism as potential 
school disasters . A review of the Hazardous Materials 
Emeraency Plopning Guide ·lists the local emeraency 
plannina committee for each district or political 
subdivision. Those included on the committee are : 
* Elected State and local officials; 
* Law enforcement , civil defense , firef iahtina , 
health, local environmental , hospital , and 
transportation personnel ; 
* Broadcast and print media ; 
* Community aroupa ; 
* Owners and operators of facilities subject to the 
requirements of Title I I I  of SARA . 
No mention is made of the local school and its 
involvement in planning for a hazardous materials 
emeraency . ( 5 )  
A request for materials to the National Association 
of Secondary School Principals ( NASSP) concerning 
emergency preparedness for schools resulted in material 
concernina chronic infectious diseases in school children 
and sex education. Further requests to the Federal Bureau 
of Investiaation ( FBI ) ,  Illinois School Board Association 
..:s-
( !SBA) , Illinois Principal Association ( IPA ) ,  resulted in 
further material concerning infectious diseases and one 
booklet concerning bomb threats and how to deal with the 
threat. 
Data received from the United States Department of 
Transportation's Hazardous Material Information System 
recorded a forty-seven per cent increase in the number of 
highway, rail , and other transportation accidents leading 
to the unintended release of hazardous materials in 1987 
for the state of Illinois . This increase resulted in 
Illinois in becoming the second leading state in 
incidents of hazardous materials in the United States 
during 1987 . 
Executive Director of the Illinois Public Action 
Council ( !PAC ) Robert Creamer stated , "No part of the 
state is exempt from the potentially dangerous 
consequences of a major accident - a Bhopal on wheels . "  
( 6 )  
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ( !EPA) 
reported that in a f ive year summary of hazardous 
materials incidents in the state, there were a total of 
8 , 249 incidents from 1982 to 1986 . ( 7 )  
The local Emergency Services and Disaster Agency 
(ESDA) of DeWitt county recorded in Table 1 incidents for 
DeWitt County from 1964 to 1987 . ( 8 )  
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TABLB 1 
Incidents Totals 
Tornado Touchdown 7 
Earthquake 3 
Pipeline Leaks 3 
Hazardous Materials Incidents 39 
Bomb incidents 4 
Fire 21 
Explosions · 1  
The total number of hazardous materials incidents 
for DeWitt, Piatt, and McLean counties over the last five 
years is 144 reported incidents . The DeWitt County ESDA 
coordinator commented that there were many more 
incidents, but they were not reP9rted . Strain contends 
that as reporting procedures improve, the number of 
incidents will increase. (9) 
The plight of the lone principal and the disaster 
that one hopes would not happen has been addressed three 
times in the past two years in the magazine � Executive 
Educator. Articles dealing with terrorism, nuclear 
accidents, and bomb threats inform the school official 
that disasters may happen at any time. School officials 
must be prepared. The need for preparation has been 
summarized by Ross, a superintendent in Aurora, Colorado, 
- 8-
who stated, 
. . . we did not have a handbook at the beainnina of 
the school ye_ar. Since the trauma of our incident 
with an employee who had threatened that, "if we 
thouaht Oklahoma was bad, wait until we see his 
smoke", (This a reference to the disgruntled postal 
employee in Oklahoma who shot several co-workers) 
the Aurora school executives decided we needed a 
comprehensive plan to handle future situations 
effectively-and, if possible prevent such episodes . 
(10 ) 
In summary, the review of the literature has 
demonstrated a need to prepare each school and school 
district for emeraencies that may affect the local 
school . Althouah there is no all - conclusive lists that 
can be used to prepare schools for emergencies, there is 
help and information available. It is anticipated that 
the development of an emeraency preparedness manual will 
aid in the improvement of dealina with potential 
emergencies in the Blue Ridae School District. 
-9-
Research Besults 
CHAPTER III 
DISASTER RESEARCH 
The purpose of this section is to describe the many 
disasters that may someday affect the Blue Ridge School 
District . The Blue Ridae School District's Preparedness 
Manual will include three general types of emergencies. 
Before the manual can be prepared, knowledae of the 
disasters is necessary. 
In order to describe the hazards, it requires a 
common understandina of several terms and their 
definitions: 
Disaster/Emeraencv - An event that causes, or 
threatens to cause loss of life, human sufferina, 
public and private property damaae, and economic and 
social disruption . 
Hazard - A potential event or situation that 
presents a threat of life and property. 
Hazardo Analysis - A review of the viilnerability of 
life, property, the environment, and social and 
economic 
activity to the actual or potential impact of 
hazards . 
History - The record of occurrences of previous 
disasters or events. 
Hazard Identification - The determination of 
possible hazards, their probability and intensity, 
and the impact area . 
Maximum Tbreat - The areatest destruction that can 
be expected from an event . 
Probability - The likelihood that an event will 
occur. 
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Vulnerability - The degree to which people, 
property, the environment, or social and economic 
activity are susceptible to injury, damage 
disruption or loss . (11) 
Tornadoes And Storms 
The technical definition of a tornado is that it is 
a looal atmospheric storm of short duration composed of 
winds rotating at very high speeds, usually moving in a 
counter clockwise direction. It is visible as a vortex, a 
whirlpool-like column of winds rotating around a hollow 
cavity in which its centrifuaal forces have produced a 
partial vacuum. To anyone who has seen a tornado, it can 
be described as a menacina dark funnel . (12)' 
There are three classes of tornadoes: 
* small - diameter is in terms of yards. The ground 
paths are one to two miles and often look like 
dangling ropes. 
* medium - diameter ia between 100 to 200 yards. 
The ground paths range from five to 15 miles in 
length. This is the classic "funnel" . 
* large - diameter is one-half to one and one-half 
miles. The path of a large tornado may be up to 
one�hundred fifty miles. It appears to be a huge 
thunderstorm with no apparent funnel . (13) 
Unlike tornadoes, windstorms have no noticeable 
funnel nor are they as violent in action. A step below 
tornados, windstorms are caused by fast moving frontal 
passages, thunderstorms, and squall lines which do not 
produce tornadoes . Since the characteristics and effects 
of these two hazards are similar, they should be treated 
together. (14) 
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The leadina theory of how tornadoes. are created 
suaaests that tornadoes are produced by the combined 
effects of thermal and mechanical forces, with one or the 
other beina the triaaerina mechanism . 
. Whatever the cause, tornadoes develop several 
thousand feet above the earth's surface, usually durina 
times of warm, humid, and unsettled weather. They appear 
in conjunction with a squall line of severe 
thunderstorms, and as the thunderstorm moves, tornadoes 
form at intervals alona its path. The funnel itself is an 
extension of the dark, heavY cumulonimbus clouds of the 
thunderstorm. ( 1 6 )  
Wendland states that "sixty five percent of Illinois 
Tornadoes strike from March to June, althouah they have 
touched down in every month of the year. There have been 
over one thousand tornado touchdowns in the state of 
Illinois since 1915 . "  ( 1 6 )  
The state averaaes nine tornadoes a year and an 
averaae of nineteen deaths with one hundred ten injuries . 
And althouah Illinois ranks eiahth amona the states in 
tornado frequency, it ranks first in tornado deaths and 
second in tornado damaae. ( 1 7) The Blue Ridae School 
District and all achoo_l surveyed fall in the areas of 
hiah frequency for tornadoes in the state. ( 1 8 )  
A tornado can destroy solid buildinas, make deadly 
missiles out of relatively �nnocent items such as a piece 
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of straw, uproot trees, and hurl people, animals, cars, 
buses, and heavy machinery for hundreds of yards. Two 
factors combine to make tornadoes the destructive thinas 
that they are: strona rotary winds and a vacuum. For 
example, their strong rotary winds can twist and rip the 
outside walls of a buildina and the vacuum in its center 
can cause explosive pressure difference between the 
inside and outside of a buildina. The walls could then 
coll�pse or topple, the windows explode, and the debris 
it creates usually aets picked up by the wind and thrown 
through the air with tremendous force. ( 1 9 )  
Tornadoes pose a serious threat to the Blue Ridge 
School District and the surrounding area. In a thirty­
five year period from 1916 to 1950 , Illinois had 914 
tornado deaths. On April 19,  1947 , a tornado cut swathes 
through Kenney, Wapella, and north Clinton, killing one 
person and causina over one hundred thousand dollars in 
damage. On Hay 1 5 ,  1968, a tornado killed four people and 
injured 54 others when it passed through Farmer City and 
Wapella. ( 20 )  
When plannina shelter areas for students, the 
administration should look for the lowest floor, interior 
spaces, short spans, and framed construction to offer the 
best shelter from the tornado. The areas to avoid 
include: 
* alass 
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* aymnasiums, cafeterias, and auditoriums 
* upper floors 
* modular (portable) classrooms 
* school buses. ( 2 1 )  
Blizzards AWi Winter Storms • 
Winter storms in the form of blizzards, heavy snows, 
ice storms (glaze storms), freezina rain, or sleet can be 
serious hazard to people in many parts of the country . 
The first line of. protection is to remain posted on 
weather conditions in the surrounding area .via 
television, radio, and newspapers. A few hours of warning 
before a storm can be the key to avoiding being caught in 
it, or at least to be better prepared to cope with it . 
A winter storm is considered to be severe when it 
can be described by one or more of the following 
statements: 
1 .  It is a snow storm which has produced six inches 
or more of snow at any one civen point within a 
forty-eicht hour period; 
2 .  It is a snow storm which has produced conditions 
(usually high winds) leadina to property 
damaaes, deaths, or injuries recardless of the 
amount of .snowfall; 
3 .  It is a alaze storm in which ten percent of the 
cooperative United States Weather Bureau 
substations in Illinois have reported glaze; or 
4 .  It is a alaze storm in which property damaaes, 
deaths, or injuries occurred . ( 2 2 )  
The effects of a severe winter storm can be 
devastating. They have been known to damaae 
communications (through telephone and pole losses) , 
buildinas (by causina broken antennas and roof damage 
from ice and snow loading and fallen tree limbs) , 
vegetation, and vehicles (by creating slick road surfaces 
and reducing visibility thereby producing accidents) . 
They can also have a variety of secondary effects . 
Flooding has occurred when heavy snowfalls melted 
rapidly or when heavy rain fell on heavily glazed 
surfaces, resulting in immediate runoff . Glaze and/or 
snow conditions can result in falls on slick surfaces, 
freezing to death while isolated or trapped by blizzard 
conditions, and electrocution from fallen power lines . 
They also create stoppages or delays in.all forms of 
transportation, both for personal and business 
activities . Because snow and ice can persist over longer 
periods of time than other forms of severe weather, they 
can result in much more extensive damage. 
Previously several blizzards have isolated towns and 
villages in the Blue Ridge School District. On January 
27 , 1967 , sixteen inches of snow fell paralyzing most of 
the area. During the month of January, 1977 , six separate 
snowstorms literally shut down all movement. Businesses 
and schools were closed for several days. Temperatures 
and gusty winds causing high drifts of snow, made snow 
removal so difficult that one township supervisor 
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resorted to usina dynamite to break up the drifts so V-
plows could move the snow off the roads . January and 
February of 1979, also recorded record snow falls . 
Recurrina s�orms plus sub-aero temperature hampered snow 
removal . ( 23 )  
Schools should have in place a system for notifying 
parents of school closina due to severe weather. Students 
should be instructed: 
* to ao directly home after school ia dismissed; 
* to ao to residences other than.their homes only 
in emergency situations; 
* to be properly dressed; 
* to be especially careful when croasina streets. 
The f ollowina equipment is recommended for the school bus 
in addition to that required by law: 
* two-way radio 
* fire extinguisher 
* first-aid kit 
* f lashliaht 
* fire blanket 
* shovel 
* plastic scraper 
* bua route with student naaes 
* seat belts ( 2 4 )  
Fire And Explosions 
The number one threat for schools from a statistical 
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point of view is fire. (25) The key points to remember in 
event that smoke or fire is detected within a school 
buildina are: Stabilize the situation and aet the people 
out. Fire can kill so quickly and horribly that your own 
thouaht muat be to �ave lives . It ia better to stand 
shiverina in the snow with no coat and a riahteous fury 
about false alarms than to return to deadly smoke or 
invisible toxic fumes. 
Businesses cannot afford slow action or the wrong 
moves aaainst crises . They need to know the nuts and 
bolts of survival in the face of trouble . Personnel 
should be familiar with the various types of fires and 
how to deal with them to minimize losses: 
Auto.obllelbua - Turn off the motor and aet away 
from the vehicle as fast as 
possible . An explosion can shower 
fraaments as far away as two 
thousand feet. 
Ce111na � Get everyone out before the ceilina 
beains to break and scatter burning 
particles. Do not stay and try to 
extinauish the fire . 
Cbellical - Spray with a foam or dry chemical 
extinauisher after removina all people. 
Ciothea - Stop-drop-roll and/or use clothes or 
blanket to extinauish the flames . 
�1re-rea1atant aafe - Wet the safe until it is cool 
enouah to touch. The contents 
may burst into flames when the 
door is open, so have someone 
stand by with a fire 
extinauisher. 
Qaaollne - Get out. 
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<>Yen - Close the door and turn the unit off .  
Plaatica - Beware of poisonous fumes . If you can put 
out the fire in thirty seconds , spray it 
with a multipurpose fire extinauisher, 
but be ready to leave the room. Close the 
doors as you leave . 
UDJalown buraisur aabatanoe - aet out and close the 
door . 
Finally, do not conclude that any fire is out and safe 
until the fire department says it is out . ( 26 )  
The danaers of an explosion in a school building are 
aenerally limited to the cafeteria, science lab, and 
boiler room. In the event of an explosion or threat of 
explosion, students and staff should follow their fire 
evacuation plan and move away from the buildina as far as 
possible. ( 2 7 )  
Fires may occur within the school buildina or they 
may oriainate from outside sources . Examples of outside 
sources that could pose a threat to the school and the 
people inside are forest and grass fires. 
Man is responsible for s ixty f ive percent of all the 
forest and arass fires occurring throughout the United 
States . From 1966 to 1970 , eight forest and arass fires 
occurred in Illinois each of which burned over 300 acres . 
With the formation of Cl inton Lake, a large amount of 
area surroundina the lake has been preserved as wild life 
refuaes . To encouraae inhabitation by the wildlife, areas 
have been allowed to revert back to grasslands and 
forests. Thus far, the Blue Ridae School District, with 
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its hiahways , railroads , and towns formina fire breaks , 
has not experienced the serious problems that have 
plaaued other states . 
If the need were to arise, and students were to be 
moved out of a particular area , a plan would have to be 
developed ( 28 ) . 
Hazardous Materials Incidents 
Amons technoloaical threats to school s ,  accidents 
involvina danaerous chemicals cause the most concern 
amona disaster preparedness planners . Schools do not have 
to be located near a chemical manuf acturina plant to be 
at risk. Any school near a rai_lroad or hiahway runs the 
risk of havina to deal with a deadly chemical spi l l .  Such 
disasters are difficult to plan for . Toxic aas clouds 
cannot be contained and are unpredictable as to the 
severity of the toxicity and direction that cloud may 
take ( 29 ) .  
The Environmental Protection Aaency estimates that 
there are over four million unique substances in the 
world, of which rouahly fifty thousand are potentially 
hazardous .  Over four bill ion tons o f  hazardous materials 
and waste are shipped each year in the United States . 
Truck transportation alone accounts for more than half of 
the more than one-half mill ion shipments each day . 
A material is considered hazardous if it is 
corrosive, explosive, f lammable, radioactive , toxic , 
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packaged in a container considered to be dangerous or is 
a biological irritant . It is danaerous at all time s ,  and 
in all places: where it is manufactured, where it is 
stored, and when it is beina transp0rted from one place 
to another . 
Problems can occur at any time and can stem from a 
variety of sources . Sometimes two or three relatively 
" safe" chemicals are released toaether in a hazardous 
materials accident and this mixina together or even 
mixing with the air surrounding the leak, can product a 
deadly threat. ( 30 )  
The mode of transportation for hazardous materials 
is dependent upon several factors , such as the origin and 
di stribution of the shipment and the type and amount of 
the commodities to be shipped . Large quantities of a 
product can be hauled at one time in bulk by rail or 
pipelines . Highway transportation is a more frequently 
used and more versatile mode . Due to its aeoaraphic 
location and extensive highway, rail ,  pipeline, and 
navigable waterways network , I l linois serves as the 
transportation hub of the nation . 
* 818)nr�a - There are 136 , 059 miles of streets and 
highways in the state , . the third largest system 
in the country. Some seventy million vehicle 
miles are traveled each year . 
* Railroads - Illinois ranks first in the nation 
with •lmost nine thousand route miles of track, 
excluding yard tracks and sidings, and two of the 
nations largest rail yards , located in Chicago 
and East St . Louis .  
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* Waterw�a - The Illinois system of inland 
navigable waterways is the largest in the nation , 
over eleven hundred miles . 
* Air - Illinois ranks second of all states in air 
service with over one-hundred twenty airports,  
seven hundred restricted landing areas , and two­
hundred heliports . The world' s busiest airport 
is the O ' Hare Airport located in Chicago . 
* Pipelines - I llinois is served by a vast network 
of thousands of miles of underground pipelines . 
In addition to the large commercial pipel ines , 
thousands of miles of smaller pipelines 
crisscross the state , carrying oil and natural 
gas . ( 3 1 )  
The I llinois Emergency Services and Disaster Agency 
compiles statistics on hazardous materials' incidents in 
the state . The incidents are divided into two categories : 
those incidents in which hazardous materials were 
released and incidents in which hazardous materials were 
involved but not released. Table 2 gives a three year 
summary of the reported hazardous materials incidents in 
I l linois . 
TABLE 2 
Summary of I l l inois Hazardous Materials Incidents 
1984 1985 1986 
Type of Rel Not Rel Not Rel Not 
Incident 8§1. &tl. Rtl 
Highway 86 47 138 24 109 8 
Railroad 66 30 83 36 120 118 
Waterway 145 46 64 15 173 15 
Air 
Pipeline 147 226 54 
Facility 91 9 197 19 188 47 
Misc . 186 36 64 29 
Totals 721 168 772 123 644 188 
Source: I l l inois Emergency Services and Disaster Agency, 
"Annual Incident Summaries" ( 1 984-1986 ) .  ( 32 )  
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Table 3 lists other incidents reported to the 
I l linois Emergency Services and Disaster Acency during 
1984 -1988. 
TABLE 3 
Other reported incidents 
Type 1984 1985 1986 
* Radiological Incidents 17 17 13 
* Explosions 1 1  12 1 3  
* Chemical Fires 8 27 41 
* Bomb Incidents 31 39 32 
* Disposal Requests 6 0 
Totals 67 101 99 
Source: I l linois Emergency Services and Disaster Agency, 
" Annual Incident Summaries" ( 1984-1986 ) .  ( 33 )  
Warning of a hazardous materials incident is usually 
received from the local fire or police department or from 
Emergency Services officials when such incidents occur 
suff iciently near the school to be a threat to the safety 
of the school . If such an incident should occur near the 
school or if the wind would carry fumes from such an 
incident into the school , the fol lowing procedure is 
recommended: 
1 .  Determine the need to leave the building or 
secure the building, after consulting with local 
safety official s .  
2 .  Determine whether the students and staff should 
leave the school grounds . Take student roll and 
arrange bus transportation. 
3 .  Notify local officials if the school grounds are 
being evacuated. 
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4 .  Render first aid if necessary . 
5 .  Notify the school superintendent . 
6 .  The principal should direct further action as 
required . Students and staff must not return to 
the school buildina until the fire department 
and school officials have declared the area 
safe. 
7 .  Arranae for alternate buildinas to house 
students if necessary. ( 34 )  
The Chemical Transportation Emeraency Center 
( Chemtrec ) publishes a guide to assist emeraency services 
personnel durina the first thirty minutes involving a 
spill of volatile, toxic,  aaseous , and/or flammable 
material . An explosion may occur in minutes or up to 
f orty-eiaht hours later after a tank car or tank truck is 
involved in a fire . The maximum reported_fra81Dent 
distance from a explodina tank fire is over f ive thousand 
feet ( 5 , 280 feet equals one mile ) .  The size of the spi l l ,  
its contents ,  and prevailina winds will determine the 
evacuation area . The chemicals phosaene and acrolein 
require an evacuation area f ive miles long and three 
miles wide. Chemtrec has a toll-free number ( 1-800-424-
9300 ) for assistance in makina decisions concerning 
materials that may be danaerous . ( 35 )  
Earthau&kes 
People l ivina in this area miaht be surprised when a 
discussion of civil emeraencies includes earthquakes .  
Tremors rarely occur in this part of the state . This was 
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the "thinkina" prior to June 1 0 ,  1987 when a maanitude 
5 . 0  mb earthquake shook the midwest . Centered in the 
Wabash Valley Seismic Zone , it was the laraest event to 
occur in that zone since a 5 . 5  mb quake on November 9 ,  
1968 . ( 36 )  
The onset of a larae earthquake is initially 
sianaled by a deep rumblina or by disturbed air makina a 
rushina sound . This is fol lowed shortly by a series of 
violent around movements . The around itself often splits 
and there can be larae permanent displacements of the 
earth. Buildinas , bridae s ,  dams , tunnels , and other rigid 
structures may be sheared or collapse.  
Earthquakes also have numerous secondary effects 
such as landslides , fires, and f loods . Fires are a 
friahtening possibility. It is easy for a fire to start 
durina an earthquake , but very difficult to put one out . 
Firefiahting equipment is often damaaed alona with a 
city ' s water mains . Blocked hiahways can hinder outside 
help . In the San Francisco earthquake of 1 90 6 ,  over 
eighty percent of the damaae done to the city was 
attributed to the fire which burned for several days . 
( 37 )  
Althouah earthquakes can occur anywhere in I llinois 
at any time , most are likely to cause little damage . The 
laraest quakes to hit the state in historic times have 
been associated with the New Madrid seismic zone . In the 
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two thousand years before 1 8 1 1 ,  accordina to aeologic 
investigations made by the U. S .  Geological Survey , two 
major earthquakes occurred in this fault zone . 
Apparently, recurrence time for an earthquake as severe 
as the quakes of 181 1-1812 is quite long. ( 38 )  
While I llinois has experienced only two severe 
earthquakes since the year 1800 , there have been close to 
ninety earthquakes in the last one-hundred eiahty-eight 
years . Table 4 provides a chronological listinas of 
Illinois Earthquakes with an intensity of V or areater 
since 1958 . 
November 6 ,  1958 
June 2 7 ,  1962 
November 9 ,  1968 
April 3 ,  1974 
December 5 ,  1978 
June 10 , 1987 
TABLE 4 
Intensity 
VI 
v 
VII 
VI 
v 
v 
Source : Central United States Earthquake Consortium 
( C USEC) 
Earthquake intensities is an evaluation of the 
effects brought about by an earthquake , using the 
observation of people in the area affected : 
* personal reactions (from disorientation to 
injury ) · 
* property damaae ( from vibrating to col lapsed 
structures ) 
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* disturbances in land surface (from cracked around 
to landslides ) .  
Intensities are based on descriptive reports rather than 
calculated from instrument readinas . Table 5 shows the 
ranaes on a Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale ,  increasina 
from barely detectable to catastrophic. ( 39 )  
TABLE 5 
Intensity Descriptive repart 
I 
I I  
I I I  
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII  
IX 
x 
XI 
XII 
Instrumental 
Feeble 
Sliaht 
Moderate 
Rather strona 
Strona 
Very Strona 
Destructive 
Ruinous 
Disastrous 
V. Disastrous 
Catastrophic 
detected only by seismoaraphy 
noticed only by sensitive people 
vibrations felt by people 
objects rock 
felt aenerally, sleepers awakened 
trees sway , loose objects fall 
aeneral alarm, walls crack, 
masonry cracks , buildinas damaged 
houses collapse, pipes break open 
many buildinas destroyed 
bridaes destroyed ,  all rai lways out 
total destruction; objects thrown 
Source : U . S .  Department of the Interior (Geoloaical 
Survey Brochure ) ( 4 0 )  
Durina an earthquake the most casualties result 
from fallina objects and debris . A hazards' checklist can 
be compiled to identify hazards in a particular school 
buildina. Some hazards found in school s  can include: 
* Glass - such as windows , aquariums , beakers , 
etc . which can shatter or be thrown at students . 
* Anythina stored above the head level which can 
fal l .  
* Objects which may impede the orderly movement of 
people to exits. 
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* Cabinets without atrona latches or open face 
shelvina from which objects may fall or be 
ejected . 
* Chemicals which may be spilled or dumped or 
chemicals which may be hazardous if combined 
with another chemical . 
* Water or aas pipes that may fracture . 
* Suspended ceilina that can tall .  
At the· first indication of shakina all students 
should drop and seek cover under their desks , strona 
tables , or alona an interior wal l .  Students who are 
outside should stay outside and move away from wal l s ,  
power lines , or anythina else that may fall on them. 
After a strona earthquake has passed, the fol lowina 
thinas need to be considered : 
* Structural damaae to the buildina needs to be 
assessed. Evacuation of the building may be 
necessary . 
* First Aid may need to be rendered. 
* Fires of small oriain ne�d to be extinauished . 
* Gas mains , water mains , and electrical service 
may need to be shut off by someone who knows 
their locations . 
* It may be necessary to take roll to determine if 
everyone is accounted for . 
Calm, diliaent actions will be the best way to assure 
safety and efficiency durina and after an earthquake . 
( 4 1 )  
Nuclear Hazardo 
The risks associated with nuclear power have always 
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been recoenized by the aeneral public, and it is for this 
reason that safety systems , back-up systems , and the 
location of plants away from major population centers 
have been incorporated into the basic desian of nuclear 
power aeneratina facilities . These three factors have 
been successful in completely preventina death and injury 
as a result of a radioloaical accident . These three 
factors were also taken into consideration when I llinois 
Power Company decided to build a nuclear power plant in 
DeWitt County. 
The incident at the nuclear power facility located 
at Three Hile Island , Pennsylvania, which occurred in 
March , 1979,  reopened the subject of nuclear safety. The 
final result was Senate Bill 562 which makes it 
impossible to obtain or maintain a license for a nuclear 
power plant unless there is an emeraency radioloaical 
response plan for that plant in effect . ( 4 2 )  
Radiation i s  explained best by sayina, " a  little 
bit aoes a lona way " . Even the smallest doses can cause 
incurable , painful , and often fatal cancer . It oan induce 
horrid aenetic defects that could be passed on for all 
aenerations of human beinas to come . It can act as a 
virtually permanent pollutant - one that can never be 
cleaned up. 
Radiation is particles and eneray that radiate from 
unstable atomic nuclei . Drs . John W. Gofman and Arthur 
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Tamplin liken it to " J a&'aed pieoes of shrapnel passina 
throuah tissues of livina thinas " .  Radiation punctures or 
destroys cel l s .  It leaves trails of disruptive ions as it 
passes throuah the human body . It can smash chromosomes 
that carry the cel l ' s  instruction for livina and 
aovernina the continuation of the species . Even worse, it 
can cause " just a little damage " in a chromosome , just 
enouah to triaaer uncontrolled cellular reproduction - a 
cancer . ( 4 3 )  
Illinois Power Company decided to build a new 
nuclear power station on February 10 , 1972,  si.x miles 
east of Clinton , I llinois , in DeWitt County. The company 
received the construction permit in 1976 and is now on 
line . Th� aenerating capacity is about nine hundred 
thousand watt s .  The GE boilina reactor will use uranium 
dioxide pellets for its fuel supply .  By placing a dam 
across Salt Creek, a five-thousand acre lake was created 
to cool the condenser. All fuel ( uranium dioxide pellets) 
arrive by truck . All spent fuel pellets remain at the 
plant . Current storage facilities allow for a plus-twenty 
year supply to be stored. ( 44 )  
Federal law requires the nuclear power plants to 
notify all citizens and emergency services agencies when 
an unusual event has occurred or in the process of 
occurrina . There are four classes of emeraency action 
leve l :  
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1 .  Rotification of an Ulluaual event1- this means 
unusual events are in process or have occurred 
which indicate a potential dearadation of the 
level of the plant . No release of radioactive 
material requirina off-site responses or 
monitorina are expected unless further 
dearadation of the safety system. occurs . 
2 .  Alert - this means that events are in process or 
have occurred which involve an actual or 
potential substantial dearadation of the level 
of safety at the plant . 
3 .  Site e.eraenOF - this means events are in 
process or have occurred which involves actual 
or likely major fai lures of plant functions 
needed.for protection of the public. 
4 .  General emeraenCF - this means events are in 
process or have occurred which involve actual 
or imminent substantial core degradation or 
meltina with potential for loss of containment 
integrity. ( 4 5 )  
The Blue Ridge School District has been denied the 
opportunity to participate in state and federal simulated 
emergency practice drills because the district falls just 
outside the ten-mile radius of a reactor ( the primary 
emergency planning zone ) .  (46 ) 
If the consequences of an accident were l imited to 
just the primary emergency planning zone , then simple 
, geography would �elp assess th� risks facing a school 
district . But Chernobyl proved that the danger could be 
widely dispersed, indeed : After explosions there blew 
apart a reactor ,  several tons of uranium dioxide fuel and 
radioactive cesium 137 were thrown into the atmosphere. 
Over the next ten days , radioactive clouds traveled more 
than one thousand miles . These radioactive clouds spread 
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throughout Scandinavia, Eastern Europe , Italy, and 
Greece . A total meltdown in the United States could 
contaminate an area the size of the state of 
Pennsylvania . The contamination would be permanent . (47) 
In the event of notification to stand by, decisions 
will have to be made based on previous planning: 
1 .  To send students home when there is sufficient 
time to arrive home before dangerous conditions 
develop. 
2 .  If conditions will not allow time for students 
to be dismissed, students will be assembled in 
pre-designated shelter areas in each building. 
3 .  If the building is not approved for the number 
of persons present , students may have to take 
shelter in buildings away from the school .  
I f  the school buildings do not meet government shelter 
specifications concerning space, supplies , and safety , 
the school district should: 
* Plan on evacuating students home or to community 
shelters . 
* Set up advisory committee to help develop and 
inform parents of these plans . 
* Make certain all students have an emergency home 
assigned . 
* Develop transportation plans which include 
alternate drivers , routes, and stops . 
* Inform parents that they will not be allowed to 
pick up their children at school . 
* Contact local authorities to help develop 
emergency bus routes . 
* Develop communication systems so you can contact 
emergency services during emergencies . 
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* Develop a communication system for the school 
district . 
Parents must be advised that they may pick up their child 
using normal sign out procedures if time permits . I f  a 
general emergency is declared and students.are boarding 
buses , students can no longer be released to parents . 
Parents may only go to evacuation centers to pick up 
their children . ( 4 8 )  
Infectious Diseases 
Most individuals who contract a communicable disease 
have a definite period of time in which they are 
considered to be contagious . When they have fully 
recovered from the communicable disease , they are no 
longer able to transmit the infection to others . In some 
instances , either disease-specific or for other reasons , 
some individuals may remain capable of transmitting 
disease for long periods of time after they have 
recovered from the acute phase of an il lness . These 
individuals are said to have chronic infectious 
diseases. 
In recent years it has become apparent that school 
personnel and parents have many questions regarding the 
risk of exposure to communicable diseases within the 
school setting and the appropriate management of students 
with chronic diseases . (49) 
The legal issues involved with making decisions 
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reaarding the type of educational and care settinas for 
children infected with AIDS is at best a " junale" . While 
a fatal and contaaious disease miaht have been expected 
to produce a viaorous public health response involving 
coercive steps such as quarantines , public health 
officials have responded rather tentatively to AIDS, 
emphasizina public information and education. If it turns 
out that AIDS fears were justified, the public will be 
anary that officials were too tentative . The same cannot 
be said if it turns out that an institution ' s  rules 
represented a considerable overreaction. On the other 
hand, failina to remove an individual known to carry the 
AIDS virus from a work or school environment may lead to 
institutional liability to others in that environment who 
contract the disease. To be sure , proof of the source of 
an infection incurred throuah casual contact would be 
extraordinarily difficult in many situations. In low risk 
populations, such as elementary school children , however, 
proof miaht be a fairly easy task. 
In summary , there is no easy formula to avoid 
liability. Given the . fundamental human interests at 
stake, however, the responsible institution will not want 
to make the decision on the basis of minimizina 
liability . Rather, it will learn as much as it can about 
the facts and make the best decision it can based on the 
facts. (50 ) 
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The current focus concerning communicable diseases 
in schools and policies and procedures for dealina with 
them centers around the chronic infectious diseases : 
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS ) ,  Conaenital 
Rubella Syndrome (CRS), Cytomeaalovirua (CMV), Hepatitis 
B ,  and Herpes Simplex . 
An infectious disease proaram should include the 
followina components: 
1 .  policies and procedures related to 
identification , placement , and school manaaement 
of students with infectious diseases; 
2 .  an infectious disease review team which consists 
of the school medical advisor, the school nurse, 
and the school administrator and is aenerally 
responsible for plannina and manaaing the 
educational program for the individual student 
with an infectious disease; 
3 .  maintenance of routine hygienic procedures to 
assure a clean, safe, healthful school 
environment ; 
4 .  a health education/health counselina proaram to 
educate school staff , students, and parents . 
The most effective means of school manaaement of 
infectious diseases is to develop a plan before it is 
needed . In many instances , school districts will be 
informed of the enrollment of a student who is known to 
have a chronic infectious disease. However ,  there remains 
a risk that some students are or will be enrolled in 
school who are unknown carriers of infectious diseases. 
For this reason school districts should not wait until a 
student with a chronic infectious disease enrolls in 
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school to plan a proaram. It is strongly recommended 
that school districts in the state of Illinois establish 
policies and procedures to reduce the risk of spreading 
diseases, reaardlesa of the presence or absence of a 
student known to have an infectious diseas�. ( 6 1 )  
Bomb Tbreato 
Bombina and the threat of beina bombed are harsh 
realities in today ' s  world .  The public is becomina more 
and more aware of those incidents of violence that are 
perpetrated by vicious, nefarious seaments of our society 
throuah the illegal use of explosives . ( 52 )  
Bombs can be constructed to look like almost 
anythina and can be placed or delivered in any number of 
ways . The probability of finding a bomb that looks like 
the sterotypical bomb is almost nonexistent . The only 
common denominator that exists a.mona bombs is that they 
are desianed or intended to explode . 
Bomb threats are delivered in a variety of ways . The 
majority of threats are called in to the target . 
Occasionally these calls are through a third party . 
Sometimes a threat is communicated in writing or by a 
recording. 
Two logical explanations for reporting a threat are: 
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1 .  The caller has definite knowledge or believes 
that an explosive or incendiary bomb has been or 
will be placed and he/she wants to minimize 
personal injury or property damage . The caller 
may be the person who placed the device or 
someone who has become aware of such 
information. 
2 .  The caller wants to create an atmosphere of 
anxiety and panic which wil l ,  in turn �esult in 
a disruption of the normal activities at the 
facility where the device is purportedly placed . 
Whatever the reason for the report , there will certainly 
be a reaction to it. Throuah proper planning, the wide 
variety of potentially uncontrollable reactions · can be 
greatly reduced. 
Dealing -with bomb incidents or potential bomb 
incidents requires two inte�related plans: the bomb 
incident plan and the physical security plan. The bomb 
incident plan should include the fol lowing: 
1 .  Designate a chain of command . 
2 .  Establish a command center. 
3 .  Decide what primary and alternate communications 
will be used . 
4 .  Establish clearly how and by whom a bomb threat 
will be evaluated. 
5 .  Decide what procedures will be followed when a 
bomb threat is received or device is discovered . 
6 .  Determine to what extent the available bomb 
squad will assist and at what point the squad 
will respond . 
7 .  Provide an evacuation plan with enough 
f lexibility to avoid a suspected danger area . 
8 .  Designate search teams . 
9 .  Designate areas to be searched. 
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1 0 .  Establish techniques to be utilized durina a 
search. 
· 
1 1 . Establish a procedure to report and track 
pro•reaa of the search and a method to lead 
qualified bomb technicians to a suspicious 
packaae . 
1 2 .  Have a continaency plan available if a bomb 
should ao off . 
1 3 .  Establish a simple-to-fol low procedure for the 
person receivina the bomb threat. 
1 4 .  Review the physical security plan in conjunction 
with the development of bomb incident plan . ( 6 3 )  
The physical security plan for schools should 
include these measures to protect aaainst the bomb 
attack : 
1 .  Control access to school buildinaa by keepina 
out unauthorized people . 
2 .  Remove outdoor hazards that could hide a bomb or 
the person plantina the bomb . 
3 .  Keep floor plans that contain room numbers and 
locations of windows , doors , restrooms , 
storerooms , and offices at hand . 
4 .  Keep telephone numbers of key people handy. 
The moat serious of all decisions to be made by 
manaaement in the event of a bomb threat is whether to 
evacuate the buildina. In many cases , this decision may 
have already been made durina the development of the bomb 
incident plan. Manaaement may already have a policy that 
requires total evacuation immediately upon the receipt of 
a threat . Essentially, there are three alternatives when 
faced with a bomb threat: 
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1 .  I anore the threat. 
2 .  Evacuate immediately . 
3 .  Searoh and evacuate if warranted. 
Knowledae and preparation will help everyone aain 
the confidence needed to deal with a bomb incident 
calmly. ( 54 ) 
Terrorism 
Terrorism operates by the ancient Chinese proverb , 
"Kill one and friahten ten thousand" .  ( 55 )  
School executives should have fiaured out long ago 
that schools are no lonaer immune from the violence 
wreaked by the terrorists and snipers in our society . A 
heavily armed man and woman totina a aasoline bomb 
checked in at the off ice of Cokeville Elementary School 
and took the one hundred sixty students and adults 
hostaae on May 1 6 ,  198 6 .  The hostage-takers demanded 
three hundred million dollars in ransom and a meetina 
with President Reaaan . A few hours after the takeover 
began, the bomb exploded, injuring seventy nine people. 
Police found the hostage-takers dead. ( 56 )  
Special Aaent Wayne Swick with the United States 
Secret Service advised that schools are virtually 
impossible to defend from people who wish to commit a 
terrorist act . He suggests that schools take the 
following steps: 
* Make sure children and staff are safe. 
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* Get the facts (who, what , where, when , and why ) .  
* Contact the police. 
* Contact the Superintendent . 
* Secure the building . 
* Inform the staff by hand carried memorandum . 
( Avoid usina the public address system) 
* I solate the a�ea surroundina the violent 
activity. 
* Do not let the media on the premises . 
* Establish communication lines with central 
office. 
* Stay calm and use common sense. ( 5 7 )  
Terrorism is a spectacular crime . It aarners 
dramatic publicity, and by its nature , it inspires fear. 
Yet , it is easy to exaaaerate the danaer. Terrorism of 
any sort is still a rarity . Bein& prepared aaainst the 
threat of terrorism ia like beina prepared for tornadoes . 
The probabilities are that it will not happen . But these 
disasters do strike somewhere, sometimes . The unthinkable 
is not probable, but it is possible.  One should prepare 
anyway ! ( 58 )  
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General Study 
CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
A recommended emeraency plan was developed from a 
review of literature and research at the national , state , 
and local levels.  In essence, . this represents an attempt 
to objectively define what all school districts should 
include in their policies concernina emeraencies and how 
the schools should respond . 
The assessment of current policies and procedures in 
school districts within a ten mile zone of the Clinton 
Nuclear Power Plant located in Clinton, Illinois, and the 
school districts that border the ten mile zone was 
comple�ed by use of a survey questionnaire administered 
to the school superintendents within and borderina the 
ten mile zone . 
Somple ADs1 Population 
The participants respondina to the survey were 
superintendents of all four public community unit ( K- 1 2 )  
school districts located within ten miles of the Cl inton 
Nuclear Power Plant located outside of Clinton, Illinois 
and seven public community unit school districts 
borderina the ten mile zone around the Nuclear Plant ( see 
Appendix A ) . The aeoaraphical area in question is 
predominately rural and small town in composition. The 
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population of the school districts surveyed within and 
borderina zone ranae from 300 to 1 170 students . 
12.A:tA Collection � Instru.mentation 
Review of the literature and research produced 78 
ERIC sources with abstracts . Educational professional 
oraanizations contacted were the Illinois Principals 
Association, Il linois Association of School Boards , 
National School Board Association, National Associati9n 
of Elementary School Principals , and National Association 
of Secondary School Principals . Other oraanizations 
contacted were the Federal Bureau of Investiaation, 
Alcohol Firearms and Tobacco , United States Department of 
Transportation, Il linois Public Action Council , State and 
local Emergency Services and Disaster Aaency, Il linois 
Environmental Protection Aaency , Il linois State Water 
Survey, Chemical Transportation Emeraency Center, and 
Nuclear Reaulatory Commission. School districts 
contacted for emeraency preparedness manuals were 
Aurora Public Schools Aurora, Colorado ; Cedar Rapids 
Community Schools Cedar Rapids , Iowa ; and Clinton School 
District Clinton , Illinoi s .  Individuals contacted were 
Clifford Tal lman ( Ohio School Board Convention 
I 
Presentation 1976 ) and Wayne Swick ( United States Secret 
Service ) .  
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Recommended Emergency Preparedness f.llln ( see 
Appendix D) was written based upon a review of the· 
l iterature and research, a review of oraanizational 
material s ,  a review of information from school districts 
and individuals and a review of school district emeraency 
manuals obtained in the collection of data . 
The survey , ElloraongY Preparod,neos Questionnaire 
( see Appendix B )  was developed by reviewing the 
literature related to the needs of school personnel in 
preparina for emergencies that may affect the school and 
its students .  Data was collected by sending the 
questionnaire with a cover letter through the mail to 
each unit superintendent in the ten mile zone of Clinton 
Nuclear Power Plant and districts bordering the ten mile 
zone . The cover letter expressed a desire to improve 
continuity of emergency preparedness at Blue Ridge 
Community Unit School District by means of gathering 
information from the neighboring school districts . 
A preaddressed, postace paid envelope was included with 
the questionnaire ( see Appendix C ) . 
In that a number of credible sources were studied to 
compose the Recommended BmercencY Prepare<iness Plan and 
questionnaire, face validity is assumed. With respect to 
reliability of the survey , it was field tested on one 
superintendent and two principals who were 
nonparticipants of the actual study . 
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Reoults 2.1 SuryeY 
Table 6 presents the results of part one of the 
Emergency Prepared,ness Questionnaire. Part one of the 
questionnaire ( questions one , two , three , and four) deals 
with summary information concernina enrollments of each 
district , each district ' s  size in square miles, the 
number of bus routes , and the number of substitute bus 
drivers . 
TABLE 6 
Emergency Preparedness Questionnaire Results 
Part One :· Summary of District Data 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
Enrollments 
Square Miles 
300 to 1170 students 
No. of Bus Routes 
No . of Sub Drivers 
55 to 260 square miles 
4 to 2 3  routes 
2 to 8 drivers 
In response to the question of the size of school 
enrollment ( Question 1 ) ,  the sizes of enrollments were 
from 300 to 1 1 70 students enrolled in the district . 
In response to the question of the size of the 
district in number of square miles ( Question 2 ) , the 
ranae of square miles were from 55 to 260 miles . 
In response to the question of the number of bus 
routes ( Question 3 ) ,  the number of bus routes were from 4 
to 23 routes .  
In response to the question of the number of 
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substitute bus drivers ( Question 4 ) ,  the number of 
substitute bus drivers were from 2 to 8 drivers . 
Table 7 presents the results of part two of the 
questionnaire which deals with the number of school 
districts that have written emeraency plans , whether 
principals and teachers have copies of the plans , and the 
emeraencies listed in the districts' plan . 
TABLE 7 
Emeraency Preparedness Questionnaire Results 
Part Two: Contents of Emeraency Plana 
5 .  · written Plan 1-0 yes 1 
6 .  Principals have copy 10 yes 1 
7 .  Teachers have copy 8 yes 3 
8 .  Emeraencies in plan 
Tornado and Storms 1 1  yes 0 
Blizzards 10 yes 1 
Fire and Explosions 1 1  yes 0 
Hazardous Materials Incidents 2 yes 9 
Earthquakes 3 yes 8 
Nuclear Emeraencies 4 yes 7 
Infectious Diseases 3 yes 8 
Bomb Explosions and Threats 5 yes 6 
Terrorism 0 yes 1 1  
* Tornado and Fire Drills on file. 
In response to the question of which school 
districts have a written plan (Question 5 ) ,  10 school 
districts indicated that they had a written plan 
containina at least two or more emeraency plans . One 
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no 
no 
no 
no* 
no 
no* 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
school district indicated that they had no written 
emeraency plan except for the basic fire and tornado plan 
posted in each room. 
In response to the question of whether principals 
and teachers have copies of the school district ' s  written 
emeraency plan ( Questions 7 and 8 ) ,  10 school districts 
responded that their principals had a copy of the plan 
and 1 district indicated that their principals did not 
h�ve a copy . 8 school districts responded that their 
teachers had a copy of the plan and 3 districts indicated 
that their teachers did not have a copy. 
In response to the question of the contents of the 
emeraency plans (Question 8 ) ,  the types of emeraencies 
contained in the plans were : Tornado and storms , 1 1  yes 
and 0 no ; Blizzards , 10 yes and 1 no; Fire and 
explosions , 1 1  yes and 0 no ; Hazardous Materials 
Incidents, 2 yes and 9 no; Earthquakes ,  3 yes and 8 no; 
Nuclear Emergencies , 4 yes and 7 no; Infectious 
Diseases , 3 yes and 8 no; Bomb Explosions, 5 yes and 6 
no ; and Terrorism, 0 yes and 1 1  no . 
Table 8 presents the results of the types and the 
number of the school districts surveyed that experienced 
emeraencies from 1985 throuah 1987 . 
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TABLE 8 
Emergency Preparedness Questionnaire Results 
Part Three : Emergencies Experienced 1985 - 1987 
9 .  Tornado and Storms 2 yes 9 no 
1 0 .  Blizzards 5 yes 6 no 
1 1 .  Fire and Explosions 0 yes 1 1  no 
1 2 .  Hazardous Materials Incidents 1 yes 10 no 
13.  Earthquakes 0 yes 1 1  no 
14 . Nuclear Emergencies 0 yes 1 1  no 
1 5 .  Infectious Diseases 0 yes 1 1  no 
1 6 .  Bomb Explosions and Threats 1 yes 10 no 
1 7 .  Terrorism 0 yes 1 1  no 
1 8 .  Other 1 yes* 10 no 
* Student Walkout 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
In resPonse to the question of the types and the 
number of school districts that experienced emergencies 
( Questions 9 - 1 7 ) , the types and number of the school 
districts that experienced emergencies were : Tornadoes 
and storms, 2 yes and 9 no; Blizzards , 5 yes and 6 no; 
Fire and Explosions , 0 yes and 11 no; Hazardous 
Materials Incidents,  1 yes and 10 no; Earthquakes , 0 yes 
and 11 no ; Nuclear Emergencies , 0 yes and 1 1  no; 
Infectious Diseases , 0 yes and 11 no; Bomb Explosions 
and Threats , 1 yes and 10 no ; and Terrorism, 0 yes and 1 1  
no . 
In response to the question of if there were any 
other emergencies experienced and not listed (Question 
18 ) ,  one school district responded that the district 
experienced a student walk out . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , FINDINGS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The school districts within the ten mile zone and 
those borderina the Cl inton Nuclear Power Plant have many 
hazards which have , will or miaht affect them in the 
comina years . 
The first step in any emergency preparedness plan i s  to 
identify the hazards and then effectively plan for a 
response should a hazard threaten schools and the 
individuals in those school s .  Once the hazards are 
recoanized , there are methods by which they can be 
prevented ,  reduced, or controlled. 
Findings 
As a result of this field experience , the 
Becommended Emeraencv Prepared,ness Plan was developed to 
define definite administrative action in the event of an 
emeraency . 
This field experience also concluded that all eleven 
school districts borderina the Clinton Nuclear Power 
Plant have a· need for an up-dated emeraency preparedness 
plan that is in the hands of the administration and 
staff . This researcher feels that there i s  no excuse for 
anyone to ianore the potential for disaster by waiting 
until a neighborina district experiences an emergency and 
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then formulatin& an emeraency preparedness plan. 
Recommendations 
The recommendations which follow go beyond the 
narrow scope of this field study ( developing a written 
school emeraency plan ) . The recommendations state how 
emeraency preparedness might be manaaed more effectively . 
The recommendations are the· researcher ' s  own opinions 
based on the results of the study and his experience as a 
buildin& principal . They are intended for a variety of 
people : superintendents, boards of education, 
principals , and emergency preparedness aaencies . The 
recommendations are divided into three aeneral areas : 
recommendations for school superintendents ,  
recommendations for boards of education, and 
recommendations for emeraency preparedness aaencies . 
Beco•mendations 12.r. School Superintendents 
First, school superintendents need to understand the 
danaers that exist that could cause hara to students and 
staf f .  It is recommended that school superintendents 
participate with local and state organizations that deal 
with emeraencies . They need to understand how emeraencies 
can develop and steps they can take to either avoid or 
reduce the dangers that may exist at or near the school s .  
Superintendents should attend emeraency workshops to stay 
abreast of emergency procedures .  Examples of such areas 
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at the present time are nuclear materials being 
transferred via roads and railways , chemical spills, 
earthquakes ,  · dealing with terrorism, PCB ' s  and school s ,  
and how to conduct building evacuations . School 
administrators should also subscribe to and read 
newsletters and magazines that pertain to emergency 
l 
preparednes s .  In summary , it is felt that if school 
administrators have a strong background in school 
emergencies , they are more likely to avert trouble before 
it arises . If an emergency situation does arise, school 
administrators with strong emergency preparedness 
backgroun� will be better prepared to handle the 
situation and make decisions in a crisis situation . 
Second, coordinating and developing district 
emergency procedures are one area which superintendents 
should coordinate themselves .  This area should not be 
delegated to principals or a board committee . If many 
different people are preparing on a building level , 
confusion may result when an emergency situation presents 
itself . 
Third , based on the results of Part Three of the 
Questionnaire, superintendents are leaving themselves and 
their districts open to loss of life, disgrace , and huge 
financial loss should an emergency arise and no practical 
emergency plan exists or is not available to those who 
need it. 
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Becolllllendations t.Q. School Boards 2f. Education 
First, school boards of education need to realize 
the dangers that exist for the students and staff in each 
school district are ·real and will require advance 
preparation. 
Second , school boards of education need to do a 
better job of keeping itself . informed as to what is 
necessary to prepare a plan for school emergencies . This 
plan should be discussed and evaluated with local and 
state ESDA officials to determine its feasibility and 
practicality . It would be of little value to prepare for 
a district wide evacuation and not have the necessary 
number of bus drivers available to drive the students and 
staff to another site. 
Third , school boards of education need realize the 
battering it would take with tort liability suits if an 
emergency would take place and no plan was in effect . 
Blaming and firing the administration would not ease the 
financial burden and guilt it would experience . 
Becommendations t.Q. EmeraencY Preparedness t\aencies. 
First, emergency preparedness agencies have 
emergency plans that are designed to avoid or reduce the 
danger to people and buildings , but the school districts 
surrounding the Cl inton Nuclear Power Plant do not have 
complete emergency plans that are designed to protect its 
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students ,  staff ,  and buildings . The local ESDA needs to 
inform and educate the school districts , boards of 
education, principals ,  students ,  and communities that a 
written plan is a necessity . 
Second , emeraency preparedness aaencies need to 
include school districts in their plans for dealing with 
disasters . Emeraency plannina auides should be received 
by all school districts directly and not left to local 
aaencies to distribute information received from the 
various aovernmental aaencies at their discretion . 
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APPENDIX A 
TEN MILK ZONE MAP 
CLINTON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
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APPENDIX B 
COPY OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
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This instrument is desianed to obtain to obtain 
information about school districts'  emeraency plans . 
PART ONE - BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1 .  As · of July 1 , 1988 , how many students were 
enrolled in your district? 
2 .  How many square miles are i n  your 
dis_triot? 
3 .  How many bus routes does your district 
have? 
4 .  How may substitute bus drivers does your 
district have? 
PART TWO - EMERGENCY PLAN INFORMATION 
5 .  Does your district have a written emeraency 
plan? 
6 .  Do your buildina principals have a copy? 
7 .  Do your teachers have a copy? 
8 .  Please indicate what emeraencies your district 
has a written plan for: 
a .  Tornadoes and storms 
b .  Blizzards 
c .  Fire and Explosions 
d .  Hazardous Materials Incidents 
e .  Earthquakes 
f .  Nuclear Emeraencies 
a .  Infectious Diseases 
h .  Bomb Explosions and Threats 
i .  Terrorism 
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9 .  Please indicate what emergencies your district 
have had to deal with within the last three 
years : 
a .  Tornadoes and storms 
b .  Blizzards 
c .  Fire and Explosions 
d .  Hazardous Materials Incidents 
e .  Earthquakes 
f .  Nuclear Emeraencies 
a . Infectious Diseases 
h. Bomb Explosions and Threats 
i .  Terrorism 
j Other 
Please comment on any emeraency your district had to deal 
with and what changes you miaht make in handling that 
particular emeraency . 
PLEASE RETURN THIS SURVEY IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED . 
THANK YOU . 
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APPENDIX C 
COVER LETTER FOR QUESTIONNAIRE 
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July 1 ,  1988 
Dear Superintendent : 
The questionnaire which is attached to this letter 
is to assist me in aatherina information in conjunction 
with Eastern Illinois University. The questionnaire is 
beina sent to superintendents whose districts are 
proximate to the Clinton area . It appears to be lengthy , 
but you should be able to complete it in less than f ive 
minutes . 
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is included for 
your convenience . Your response will be kept 
confidential. Neither you nor your school will be 
identified. 
I know we all receive nWlerous questionnaires and I 
know we do tire · of them . However ,  my study will lack 
reliabil ity if I do not receive a hiah rate of return. I 
am hopina that you will fill this questionnaire out and 
mail it back as soon as poss·ible.  
Sincerely, 
Robert D .  Hooker 
Blue Ridae Junior Hiah Principal 
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APPENDIX D 
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS MANUAL 
FOR THE BLUE RIDGE SCHOOL DISTRICT #18 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many emeraencies may occur durina the course of a 
school year . This handbook was written to help 
administrators by providina a plan to follow for various 
kinds of emeraencies . 
KEEP THIS BOOKLET CONFIDENTIAL BUT ACCESSIBLE TO YOU 
AND YOUR SECRETARY IN CASE OF AN EMERGENCY . IT HUST BE · 
PLACED NEAR THE TELEPHONE AND MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION . 
The maintenance personnel should also possess a 
copy. All teachers should be informed of the procedures 
in the fall and aaain in the sprina. 
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GENERAL PROCEDURES 
The followina procedures are common to all emergencies: 
1 .  MAKE SURE THE STUDENTS AND STAFF ARE SAFE . 
2 .  GET THE FACTS (Who , What, Where , When� and Why ) .  
3 .  IF NECESSARY CONTACT THE POLICE OR AGENCY 
NEEDED . 
4 .  NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OR 
DESIGNATED PERSON . 
5 .  ANY DECISION TO CLOSE A SCHOOL OR MOVE STUDENTS 
MUST BE REACHED WITH THE OFFICE OF THI 
SUPERINTENDENT OR DESIGNATED PERSON ( IF TIME 
PERMITS ) .  
As directed by the Superintendent : 
1 .  The med�a will be contacted and handled by the 
superintendent or desianated person . DO NOT 
allow media in the schools unless a press 
conference has been arranged by the 
Superintendent . 
2 .  The Office of the Superintendent will alert the 
community about the emeraency as necessary . 
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In all emeraencies the Sqperintendent must be contacted 
at 309-928-9141 or Unit 2 5  on District Radio . 
EHEBGENCY CONTACT TELEPHONE 
Tornado and Storms Police 309-928-2111 
Blizzards Transportation 309-928-2372 
Fire and Explosions Fire 309-928-2111 
Hazardous Mats . Incident CHEMTREC 800-424-9300 
KSDA ( DEWITT) 217-936-9596 
Earthquake Police 309-928-2111 
KSDA 217-936-9596 
Nuclear Emeraencies ESDA 217-935-9596 
Infectious Diseases Health Dept . 217-935-3427 
Bomb Explosions or Threats Police 309-928-2111 
Terrorism Police 309-928-2111 
Ambulance Service Fire 309-928-2111 
Poison Control Center 800-252-2022 
Utility Emeraency Illinois Power 217-424-7100 
CIPS 800-637-6092 
NIGC Dial 0 - Enterprise 
1441 
Child Abuse/Neglect Hotline 800-252-2873 
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In all emeraencies the Superintendent must be contacted 
at 309-928-9141 or Unit 25 on District Radio . 
EMERGENCY 
Tornado and Storms 
Blizzards 
Fire and Explosions 
Hazardous Mats . Incident 
Earthquake 
Nuclear Emeraencies 
Infectious Diseases 
Bomb Explosions or Threats 
Terrorism 
Ambulance Service 
Poison Control Center 
Utility Emeraency 
Child Abuse/Nealect 
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CONTACT TELEPHONE 
Police 217-489-2361 
Transportation 309-928-2372 
Fire 217-4.89-2341 
CHEMTRIC 800-424-9300 
BSDA 217-935-9596 
Police 217-489-2351 
ISDA 217-935-9596 
ESDA 21.7-935-9596 
Health Dept . 217-935-3427 
Police 217-489-2351 
Police 217-489-2351 
Fire 217-489-2341 
800-252-2022 
Illinois Power 
CIPS 
217 -328-8282 
800-637-6092 
Enterprise-1441 NIGC Dial 0 
Hotline 800-252-2873 
1HDGDCY lftJIUID8 JOB RI,!:D.QllB SCllQQL 
In all emeraencies the Superintendent must be contacted 
at 309-928-9141 or Unit 25 on District Radio . 
EMERGENCY CQNTACT 
Tornado and Storms Police 
Blizzards Transportation 
Fire and Explosions Fire 
Hazardous Mata. Incident CHEHTREC 
KSDA 
Earthquake Police 
KSDA 
Nuclear Emeraencies ESDA 
Infectious Diseases Health Dept . 
Bomb Explosions or Threats Police 
Terrorism Police 
Ambulance Service Fire 
Poison Control Center 
Utility Emeraency 
Child Abuse/Nealect 
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Illinois Power 
CIPS 
NIGC 
Hotline 
TiLEPHQNE 
309-847-2351 
309-928-2372 
309-722-3341 
800-424-9300 
309-827-5311 
309-847-2351 
309-827 -5311 
309-827-5311 
309-454-1161 
309-847-2351 
309-847-2351 
309-722-3341 
800-252-2022 
309-829-9446 
800-637-6092 
800-942-6100 
800-252-2873 
CHAIN OF COMMAND AND DUTIES 
When calls are directed to the Superintendent , the Office 
of Superintendent will be responsible for activating the 
chain of comJDand if the Superintendent is not available. 
If the Superintendent is not present , the High School 
Principal will be in charge . 
If the Hiah School Principal is not available, the Junior 
High Principal is in charge . 
If the Junior Hiah Principal is not available, the 
Elementary Principal will be in charae . 
If the Elementary Principal is not available,  the 
Director of Transportation wi ll be in charae . 
If the Director of Transportation is not avai lable, the 
Head of Maintenance will be in charge . 
If the Head of Maintenance is not available , the 
Assistant Head of Maintenance will be in charae . 
The Superintendent or the person in charae wil l :  
1 .  Get the facts . 
2 .  Get another staff member to work with him, if 
necessary . The two people should use one office 
with two phones or adjacent offices with one 
phone each. 
3 .  Stay in touch with the building where the 
emeraency has occurred via radio or telephone . 
4 .  Contact the Blue Ridge School Board members once 
the facts are known · and the situation is under 
control . 
5 .  Hake decision on media contact . 
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COMMUNICATIONS GUIDELINES 
The superintendent or desianate� person wil l :  
1 .  Write a news release and distribute a copy to 
every secretary and buildioa administrator. 
Release should also be aiven to all staff 
members in the buildin& .where the emergency 
ocou�red . Students should be informed as may be 
appropriate under the circumstances .  
2 .  Call the police or agency involved to inform 
them that a news release will be given to the 
media. Hake sure that the facts aaree . 
3 .  The Superintendent and Board President wil l  
collaborate to decide whether the media output 
is to be controlled or a full story released . 
• ·  Provide the media with factual updates durina 
the crisis . 
5 .  Provide the medla with a number to call to 
provide immediate access .  Route all calls and 
visits to the Superintendent ' s Office. 
Consistency must be maintained for all 
statements covering the crisis si tuati·on. 
6 .  Call press conference , if deemed necessary. 
Members of the media are never aiven admission 
to a school durina an emeraency . If absolutely 
necessary , a press room can be set up in a 
corner of the buildina farthest away from the 
crisis . 
7 .  Although schools are public institutions , the 
principal has the riaht to the ask the press to 
leave if their presence could disturb the 
instructional environment . 
� l& Principals 
Reporters should be aware that they cannot interrupt 
classes or school proarams and cannot interfere with 
police investigations . If they should forget, do not 
hesitate to aive them a polite reminder. 
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TORNADOES AND STORMS 
Tornado Watch 
As soon as a building principal learns of a tornado watch 
in PeWitt , McLean, or Dewitt County, the staff shall be 
alerted of the potential danger and request all personnel 
to immediately report any tornado which they may sight . 
The building principal will monitor the NOAA radio 
channel for bulletins issued by the National Weather 
Service . All principals must make contact with the Unit 
Office. 
Tornado Warnina 
In the event of a tornado warning in DeWitt , McLean, or 
Piatt County , the building principal shall notify all 
personnel to go to the interior hallways or should follow 
the established procedures for that building. The 
Director of Transportation is to be notified of a warning 
by radio or phone . 
Coyer �  
This means that a tornado has been spotted and there is 
definite chance that it will hit the school .  Students and 
staff should sit or kneel on the floor, bend over, and 
place their hands over their heads . The "take cover" will 
be announced over the intercom . If , for any reason , the 
intercom is not working, the "take cover" will be 
signaled by repeated blasts with an air horn . 
The building principal shall notify building personnel of 
the tornado and storm drill procedures and periodically 
conduct drills to familiarize students and staff with 
this procedure . Designated areas for protection are to be 
�sted in each school room. A copy of designated areas is 
to be sent to the school superintendent at the beginning 
of each school year . 
It is important that : 
1 .  All students report to designated areas 
'immediately. 
2. All students and· staff members remain quiet for 
instructions . 
3 .  When the "all clear" is sounded ,  wait patiently 
for everyone to return quietly to their 
classrooms . 
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4 .  If at dismissal time the weather is threatenin�, 
keep the students at school until storm is over. 
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BLIZZARDS 
The school superintendent is responsible for closing 
schools in inclement weather. lach administrator is 
responsible for keeping the emergency procedure for 
blizzards at school and at home . 
School Closure 
Plan A - Full closure prior to the start of a school day 
1 .  Principals should notify their students and 
parents which radio and TV stations to monitor 
when severe weather conditions exist. 
2 .  If the decision to close schools due to 
inclement weather is made prior to the normal 
school opening time , the superintendent ' s  
telephone relay system will be used. 
3 .  Even though radio and TV stations may announce 
school closures , administrators should not make 
calls until officially notified via the 
superintendent ' s  relay system. 
4 .  After the building principal has made all 
required calls,  calls to the building staff 
should begin . 
Plan B - Late start schedule 
1 .  If weather or other emergency conditions are 
severe , but not serious enough to close schools , 
the Superintendent may announce a late start 
schedule for the opening of school s .  The 
starting time may vary for individual schools . 
2 .  All employees must be notified of their starting 
time . 
3 .  Parents and students must be notified via radio 
and TV stations . 
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Plan C - Early Dismissal Schedule 
1 .  If weather or other emeraency conditions are 
serious enouah to close i schools prior to the end 
of the school day, employees will remain on duty 
until dismissed by the immediate supervi sor. 
2 .  The district notification plan will be put · into 
effect . All buildina principals shall notify 
parents each fall of this procedure . 
3 .  Office secretaries and teachers assigned to the 
off ice will remain in the off ice to take care of 
in comina cal l s .  Parents may take their own 
children home , but no one may take anyone else 
home unless permission is on emeraency card . 
4 .  Students who normally walk home will remain at 
school unless parent picks child up at school .  
5 .  All district activities are canceled on the days 
· school is dismissed early.  
6 .  Building principals shall notify the parents of 
students who attend special education classes 
out of the district and make arranaeaents for 
their care until it safe to transport them home . 
7 .  Bus drivers will keep radio contact with schools 
at all times . If radio contact is not available, 
a check system should be implemented . 
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FIRE AND EXPLOSIONS 
In the event that smoke , fire, or the fear of explosion 
is detected within a school buildina, proceed according 
to the followina plan: 
1 .  Sound the fire alarm by pullina the alarm system 
switch. 
2 .  Notify the fire department . 
3 .  Evacuate the buildina with the staff and 
students at least 500 feet away . Building 
principal and his desianee shall check 
washrooms , empty rooms , and check for attendance 
books . 
4 .  Each teacher is to take roll after evacuation. 
5 .  Render first aid as necessary. 
6 .  Notify police department . 
7 .  School personnel trained in the use of fire 
extinauishers may f iaht small fires after 
soundina the alarm. Do not endanaer lives ! 
8 .  Contact utility companies regardina any break or 
suspected break in lines which might present an 
additio�al hazard. 
9 .  Notify the superintendent of schools . 
1 0 .  Students and staff are not to return to the 
school until the buildina principal and fire 
officials declare the area safe. 
1 1 .  In the event of a fire near the school ,  the 
school should not evacuate unless coordinated 
with fire and police official s .  
Fire drills should be conducted in accordance with the 
School Code at various times durina the school year . 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS 
Warning of a hazardous materials incident is usually 
received from the fire or police department or emergency 
services officials when such incid•nts occur near the 
. school . A chemical spill close to the school or fumes 
carried by the wind are potential hazards to staff and 
student s .  
I f  the incident occurs at school o r  near the school , 
follow these procedures :  
1 .  Isolate the students and staff from the 
hazardous materials by either closina the 
building or leaving the area after consulting 
with the local safety officials. Call CHEHTRAC 
1-800-424-9300 . 
A .  Closing the buildina plan 
1 .  The heating and ventilation system will 
be shut down . 
2 .  The principal will notify all teachers 
to shut windows and doors . 
3 .  Custodians on duty will secure all 
doors . 
4 .  With the use of the intercom, the 
principal will instruct all students and 
staff to report to the gymnasium . 
Teachers wi ll take rol l .  
5 .  Office secretaries will remain in the 
office to take care of calls . Parents 
who call or come to the school will be 
advised to leave their child at school .  
6 .  The principal will call the 
superintendent after all the students 
and staff are in the gym and the 
building is secured. 
B .  Evacuation plan 
1 .  Determine the need to leave the 
building. CHEMTRAC recommends a f ive 
mile evacuation for the most dangerous 
chemical s .  
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2 .  Arranae transpo�tation by notifyina the 
transportation director and 
superintendent . · 
S .  With the use of the intercom, the 
principal will instruct all classes to 
report to the aYDmasium. Attendance will 
be taken. 
4 .  Office secretaries will remain in the 
office to take care of call s .  Parents 
who call or come to the school will be 
advised to ao to the evacuation site. 
Farmer City schools will ao to 
Bellflower, Bellf lower schools to 
Mansfield, or Mansfield schools to 
Farmer City dependina on location of the 
incident . 
5 .  Students will not be permitted to leave 
in their cars . 
6 .  Instructions for the loadina of buses 
will be aiven by the buildina principal . 
Each bus shall be filled to its leaal 
maximum and then will depart . 
7 .  The office secretaries , janitor , and 
principal will check to verify that the 
buildina is empty . All buildina 
personnel except for the principal and 
janitor will leave . 
8 .  The superintendent will be informed as 
to status of evacuation. 
. . 
9 .  The buildina principal and janitor will 
secure the building and shut down the 
ventilation system. 
1 0 .  The principal and janitor will leave for 
the desianated site. 
1 1 .  Students and staff will not return to 
the school until the safety officials 
and superintendent have declared the 
area safe . 
All building principals must have an evacuation plan 
f i led with the superintendent . 
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The director of transportation must have an evacuation 
plan that includes substitute drivers to allow for a day 
time evacuation of a school ranaina in 100 students and 
staff to 600 students and staff ( 2  buses and drivers to 
1 2  buses and drivers ) .  
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EARTHQUAKES 
Durina an earthquake the " solid" earth moves or sways . 
The shakina is seldom the actual cause of injury or 
death. Most casualties result from falling objects and 
debris because the shocks can damaae or destroy 
buildinas . 
Students should be informed of the danaers of an 
earthquake before one occurs by conductina earthquake 
drill s .  It is important that students know where to seek 
shelter and how to protect their heads and bodies from 
fallina or flyina objects . 
When an earthquake occurs , the followinc actions must be 
taken: 
1 .  The teacher implements action by shoutina 
" DROP" . 
2 .  As soon as possible move the children away from 
the buildina , trees,  and exposed wires. Do not 
run . 
3 .  Render first aid as necessary. 
4 .  Take rol l .  
5 .  The buildina principal will request assistance 
through the county ESDA and fire department . 
6 .  The principal will determine the advisability of 
closina the school buildina. 
7 .  The superintendent will be notified. 
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NUCLEAR EMERGENCIES 
'In event of a "General Emeraency" requirina evacuation 
durina school hours , the followina transfer plan will be 
activated: 
1 .  The heatina and ventilation system will be shut 
down . 
2 .  The principal will notify all teachers to shut 
windows and doors . Teachers will take rol l .  
3 .  Custodians will secure all doors . 
4 .  Arranae transportation by notifying 
transportation director and superintendent . 
5 .  With the use of the intercom, the principal will 
instruct the all student and staff to report to 
the &Ym· 
6 .  Office secretaries will remain in the office to 
take care of call s .  Parents who call or coae 
will be advised to ao to the desianated place . 
7 .  Instructions for the loadina of buses will be 
aiven by the buildina principal . Each bus shal l  
be filled to its leaal maximum and then will 
depart . 
8 .  The office secretaries , janitors , and principals 
will check to verify that the buildina is empty. 
All buildina personnel except for the janitor 
and principal will leave at this time . 
9 .  The superintendent will be informed as to the 
status of evacuation. 
1 0 .  The buildina principal and janitor will secure 
the building. 
1 1 .  The principal and Janitor will leave for the 
desianated area . 
1 2 .  Students and staff will not return to the school 
unti l  safety officials and superintendent have 
declared the area safe . 
It is important for the school district to have alternate 
desienated areas depending on the direction of the wind. 
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES OR ILLNESSES 
'Based on the decision of the buildina principal , after 
consultina with the Health Department and superintendent, 
the ill student may be taken to the hospital via 
ambulance . The buildina principal will then : 
1 .  Inform the parents of the situation and inform 
them as to the desianation of the ambulance . 
2 .  The principal will ao to the hospital where the 
student is beina taken . 
3 .  The principal will then inform the 
superintendent of situation . 
4 .  The superintendent will confer with the Board 
President as to the nature of the notification 
to the students ,  staf f ,  and media . 
This plan does not include plans for a student whose 
parents inform the school that their child has an chronic 
infectious disease. When the buildina principal is 
informed of such condition , he will immediately inform 
the superintendent of the situation so that school policy 
can be followed. 
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BOMB THREATS OR WARNINGS 
It is the responsibility of the building principal to 
inform all teachers and staff of bomb threat procedures .  
The building principal shall immediately inform the 
police department and superintendent of any bomb or bomb 
threat and any action taken . 
The building principal with the advice of the police or 
fire department will make the decision whether or not to 
evacuate the building. 
It may be necessary to move students a.nd staff to another 
location. The location will be determined prior to the 
start of school each year . 
· 
Bomb Threats 
1 .  The building principal shall be notified 
immediately by the person receiving the bomb 
threat call or notice . Make a special effort to 
maintain conversation with the caller. Write 
down the conversation. 
2 .  Alert someone to call the police department . 
3 .  During the conversation , attempt to determine 
the following: 
a .  Time bomb is set to explode? 
b .  Is the bomb hidden? 
c .  Location of the bomb? 
d.  Type and size of the bomb? 
e .  Name of caller? 
f .  Estimate sex and aae of caller. 
g. Reason for threat? 
4 .  The building principal shall notify all staff 
members . quietly that the building is to be 
evacuated due to a bomb threat . Teachers take 
students to designated area . Students will not 
be allowed to go to their lockers . 
5 .  Police and fire departments search for the bomb . 
6 .  Contact the superintendent if there is 
sufficient reason to consider the cancellation 
of school .  
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Bomb or Suspicious object located 
1 .  Do not move or handle object . 
2 .  Clear the area immediately. 
3 .  Notify police and fire department . 
Bomb Exploded 
1 .  Notify the police and fire departments .  
2 .  Evacuate the buildina C ao to local shelter ) .  
3 .  Protect the scene from unauthorized persons . 
4 .  Notify the superintendent of the situation to 
determine if students will be sent home . 
5 .  Upon the arrival of · the police, they will take 
charae of the situation . 
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TERRORISM 
All potentially violent or life threatening situations 
such as snipers , persons with firearms or weapon s ,  or 
other persons threatening assault on students or staff is 
considered terrorism. 
The building principal shall:  
1 .  Make sure that the students and staff are safe. 
2 .  Get the facts ( who, what , where , when, why ) .  
3 .  Contact the police. 
4 .  Notify the superintendent . 
5 .  Secure the situation by closing the buildings or 
parts of the building. If dangerous person or 
persons are outside of building, lock all 
exterior doors and limit movement or activities 
-near the windows or glass doors . 
6 .  When necessary, inform the staff via hand 
carried memorandum of the danger and do not use 
the intercom so as to not panic the students and 
staf f .  Teachers must maintain control of their 
classes . 
7 .  I solate the area surrounding- the violent 
activity or person ( s ) . Depending on the nature 
of the threat , secure staff and students in a 
central location or remain in classrooms with 
doors locked if determined necessary . 
8 .  Decisions affecting staff and students such as 
the decision to transport students home or away 
form the school should be made jointly by the 
principal and police if time permits. 
9 .  Do not allow the media on the premises . Refer 
all media calls to the superintendent ' s  office. 
If necessary , the superintendent may use the 
resources of the media to notify the parents and 
to inform the parents where they can call for 
information. 
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